PKGRIL45
Detachable Table-top Grill/Griddle
With Clamshell Glass Lid
USER MANUAL
Save these instructions. This product is for household use only. Do not immerse this product into water.

**SPECIFICATION**

- **Voltage:** 120V
- **Frequency:** 60Hz
- **Power:** 1200W

**Main Functions:**
1. Detachable non-stick Grill/Griddle plates ensure effortless food release and quick clean up.
2. Detachable Tempered Glass Lid for viewing as a wind shield.
3. Detachable grease tray
4. Adjustable temperature control probe with power-on indicator for more precise cooking;
5. Auto-clip lock
6. Rubber feet for anti slip;
7. Stand upright for compact storage and space saving.

**Components:**

**IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS**

This appliance is not intended to use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including the following:

1. Read all instructions and save them for future reference.
2. After removing the packaging, make sure the product is complete. If in doubt, do not use the unit and refer to a Authorized Technical Assistance Center.
3. This appliance is not intended to use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities reduced, or lack of experience or knowledge, unless they have been via a person responsible for their safety, supervision or instruction prior regarding the use of this device.
4. Do not leave packing materials (plastic bags, polystyrene..) within the reach of children because they can be dangerous.
5. Supervise children to ensure they do not play with device.
6. The electrical safety of the appliance is guaranteed only if it is plugged into an efficient grounded outlet as safety standards electric current provide. The manufacturer can not be held responsible for damage that occurs due to a lack of earth device. In case of doubt, please contact a qualified professional.
7. In case of incompatibility between the socket and the appliance fiche, have the plug replaced by contacting a qualified staff.
8. We recommend the use of adapters and / or extension. If these elements are essential, only use adapters extensions that meets the safety standards in force, ensuring do not exceed the power limit indicated on the adapter and / or on the extension.

9. If the appliance stops working, send the unit only to a approved Centre Technical Assistance. In case of failure and / or errors, switch off the device without trying to fix it. Address an authorized Technical Assistance Centre and ask to get parts and accessories of original spare parts.

10. The appliance must be used for domestic purpose for which it was designed and as described in this manual.

11. Any other use is considered as not being consistent and therefore dangerous. The manufacturer cannot be worn responsible any damage caused as a result of misuse, erroneous and irresponsible and / or damages for repairs performed by non-qualified personnel.

12. Before first use, you should see your tension from your network. Domestic coincides with that indicated on the appliance.

13. As protection against electric shock, do not immerse the device or the cable or the fiche in water or any other liquid.

14. Do not touch the hot surface, use a handle.

**CAUTION:** When the appliance is in operation, it causes very high temperature. Necessary measures must be taken to avoid the risk of burns, fire and other damage to persons or materials in contact with the baking pan (part 1) and its extension that is exposed outside without cover. During use or cooling thereof, use handle to open or close the pan.

15. After cooking your dish, be careful not to put your face on or close to hot plate when the unit opens, it has a very hot steam.

16. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. Allow to cool before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning or storing the appliance.

17. Do not let cord hang over the edge of the table or worktop where it is based, do not leave the tangle to be in contact with hot surfaces.

18. Do not leave your device on a gas burner or electric hot or near This burner, or in or near a hot oven or a microwave oven operating.

19. Do not use abrasives or caustic cleaners.

20. Before using the device, leave a sufficient air space for both sides for correct air circulation. Do not let the device in contact with curtains, wallpaper, towels kitchen and other inflammable materials during use.

**CAUTION:** On surfaces where heat may be a problem, it is recommended to use a small insulating pad

21. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or after the appliance malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair or adjustment.

22. The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance manufacturer may cause injuries. The device is not intended to be operated by a external timer or a remote control.

23. Do not use outdoors.

**HOW TO USE**
This product is for household use only.

**Getting started**
1. Remove all packing material and any stickers.
2. Wipe plates with a damp cloth or sponge to remove any dust. Wipe dry with a soft cloth or paper towels.
3. Select a location where the unit is to be used, leaving enough space between the back of unit and wall to allow heat to flow without damage to cabinets and walls.
4. Turn off the temperature controller, plug to machine with its upward.
5. Plug the appliance into the mains supply, as per the rating label shows.
6. Adjust the dial to low grade for preheat then adjust the controller to suitable grade to suit frying different food. There are five adjustable grade temperature.
7. To remove the flat, do not use metal utensils: they can indeed damage the nonstick coating. Always use a spatula, wooden utensils or silicone heat resistant.
8. When cooking, be careful to spill sauce, juice or any liquid that is not easy to clean after cooling down the gap between baking pan and housing.
9. Important: Steam may be released between the cooking plates. Caution should be taken to prevent hands or face from coming into contact with the steam.
10. After use, turn the temperature knob to 0 position, unplug unit from the electrical outlet and allow it to cool down until reaching room temperature before cleaning.
11. Take out the detachable grease Tray carefully and pour the cold oil to clean up.

**HOW TO OPEN AND CLOSE THE GLASS LID:**
Have one lock under handle to clamp the bottom housing when closing the clamshell glass lid. Please use hand to clamp to loose lock when you open the shell glass lid then slip glass lid to the slot. Please refer to below image:

Please lift the glass lid along the slot to the top baffle position then push and close the glass lid lock to the bottom housing. Machine may be damaged if its not lifted up glass lid to the baffle. Please refer to below images:

**CARE AND CLEANING**
*Important:* Unplug and allow it to cool before cleaning.
Never immerse the machine in water or any other liquid.
1. Wipe lid, base, and cooking plates with a damp cloth and a non-abrasive soap or dishwashing detergent. Wipe with a clean, soft, damp cloth or towel to dry.
2. **Storage:** Store the cleaned machine in a clean dry place.
3. **Important:** Never take out the detachable grease tray to clean when the oil is still hot.
4. **Important:** Never store while it is still hot or still plugged in.
5. **Important:** Never wrap cord tightly around the appliance. Do not put any stress on cord where it enters unit, as this could cause it to fray and break.